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Summary

• White paper (Evans+ 2306.13745) and journal follow-up (Gupta+  
2307.10421) included science letter topics (Vitale’s talk) plus:
• Continuous waves (Riles’ talk)
• Core collapse supernovae (Radice’s talk)

• Some important things not included (Corsi+ 2402.13445):
• Electromagnetic precursors to compact binary mergers (seen in GRBs)
• Stochastic backgrounds (astrophysical and cosmological)
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A quick word on scalings and why CE

• Horizon distance (or ~arm length) L, run time T
• Binary mergers (and some bursts)
• No. of events goes as L3T, so invest in L more than T

• Stochastic background
• Signal-to-noise goes as LT1/4, so invest in L more than T

• Continuous waves
• Signal-to-noise goes as LT1/2 to LT1/4, so invest in L more than T
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EM precursors: magnetospheric

• Each star (1011-1012G magnet) 
moves through the other’s 
magnetosphere & plasma
• MANY detailed mechanisms, 

including Io-Jupiter analog
• Radio, x-rays possible
• Observable up to ~Gpc with 

next generation radio
• Repeating? Coherent?
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EM precursors: other mechanisms

• GWs excite plasma waves
• Nuclear decay in tidal tail
• Crust shattering
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Mortgat & Kuijpers 2001

Roberts+ 2011

observed precursor times reported in [5]. Although this
comparison assumes that the main flare is nearly coinci-
dent with the binary coalescence, certain constraints can
already be inferred. The relatively high frequency of the i
mode for the SLy4 EOS means that the resonance only
occurs at late times, close to merger. Only if M & 1M!
can such a model give time scales similar to the shortest
precursors and the longer precursors may be especially
difficult for this model to replicate. Other EOS models,
such as Gs, Rs, SkI6, and SkO, are largely consistent with
the time scale of precursors, but as a larger sample of

precursor observations are made, diagrams such as this
will be useful for constraining EOSs.
A binary with unequal mass NSs may excite two pre-

cursor flares separated by a small time delay, due to the
slight difference in the imode frequency. However, the two
precursors (13 s, 0.55 s) observed in GRB 090510, are too
far separated to both be explained by our resonant shatter-
ing model of precursors, using two NSs with the same
EOS. The 0.55 s flare may alternatively be evidence of
direct crust cracking [10] and a delayed main GRB, the
formation of a hyper-massive magnetar before collapse
into a black hole [31], or some other flare mechanism.
Discussion.—We explored the resonant excitation by

tides of a mode that is concentrated at the crust-core
boundary of NSs. We demonstrated that the resonance
occurs between "0:1–20 s prior to merger in NS-NS or
BH-NS binaries. Further work remains to be done explor-
ing the details of this model, including the effects of damp-
ing on the mode excitation, the effect of more realistic NS
structure, and the detailed physics of the magnetospheric
emission. However, we have shown that the energetics of
the release of mode and elastic energy and the time scale at
which the resonance occurs are suggestive of the precur-
sors of SGRBs. Using this theoretical framework we dem-
onstrated that interesting constraints can be placed on the
NS crust EOS with comparisons to precursor observations.
The direct phase change of the gravitational waveform

due to the resonant excitation of the mode, !!"
ðtgwEbÞ=ðtorbitEorbitÞ " 10%3 rad, is too small to be directly
measured for a signal to noise ratio & 1000. However,
coincident timing between the "-ray burst detectors and
the GW detector would allow precise determination of the
mode frequency, coalescence time, main burst delay time,
and chirp mass. With parameter extraction from the GW
inspiral at the detection threshold with a signal to noise
ratio "10, the dominant error in determining the resonant
frequency is due to the uncertainty in the timing of the
precursor flare, which is of the order of the precursor
duration. This implies that the mode frequency can be

determined to fractional accuracy !f=f" 0:1 s=tgw "
2%ðM=1:2Þ5=3f8=3100. Such a measurement would allow us
to tightly constrain the NS physics and parameters that
determine the mode frequency. This is complementary to
the constraints given by GW coalescence measurement
alone, which are sensitive primarily to the core EOS
(e.g., [32,33]).
Resonant shattering precursor flares are likely to be

fairly isotropic, and thus may be observable even for
SGRBs where the main flare is beamed away from the
Earth. Such flares may also be a source of electromagnetic
emission for higher mass ratio, lower spin NS-BH mergers
where the neutron star does not disrupt to produce a torus
and main SGRB flare [34,35].
D. T., T. H., and A. L. P. were supported by the Sherman

Fairchild Foundation at Caltech; J. S. R. by NSF Grants

TABLE I. Resonant mode properties for the l ¼ 2 i mode. The
background star is taken to be a 1:4M! NS, with various
equations of state given in [15]. The crust-core transition baryon
density is fixed to be nt ¼ 0:065 fm%3 for each model.

EOS fmode [Hz] Q !Emax [erg] Eb [erg] _Etidal [erg=s]

SLy4 188 0.041 5' 1050 5' 1046 1' 1050

APR 170 0.061 1' 1051 2' 1046 9' 1049

SkI6 67.3 0.017 8' 1049 3' 1045 1' 1048

SkO 69.1 0.053 7' 1050 1' 1046 1' 1049

Rs 32.0 0.059 7' 1050 1' 1046 3' 1048

Gs 28.8 0.060 8' 1050 1' 1046 3' 1048
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FIG. 2 (color online). The time until PN coalescence (tc % t)
as a function of gravitational wave frequency. The dashed lines
show the frequency evolution of inspiraling binaries for different
chirp massesM as labeled in units ofM!. A given binary moves
from left to right in time. The colored columns show the
resonance frequencies fmode ¼ fgw of a set of crust EOSs from

[15], over a neutron star mass range of 1:2M! (higher frequency)
to 1:7M! (lower frequency). We take 1:2M! as the smallest
plausible companion mass, giving an upper bound on the pre-
cursor times for each EOS. NS-NS systems will have chirp
masses of 1:0–1:5M!, and NS-BH systems with 10–20M! BH
have chirp masses of 2:7–4:5M!. The precursor times for the
GRBs reported in [5] are plotted as horizontal dotted lines.
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Stochastic backgrounds (cosmological)

• Cross-correlation between 
detectors favors lower 
frequencies
• Some cosmic string models 

are accessible (high tension)
• ET looks good in spectrum, but 

noise is correlated
• Must subtract astrophysical 

foreground…
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Figure 18. Left: Power-law integrated (PI) curves showing the sensitivity of the various detector networks considered in this
work to the stochastic gravitational-wave background. Any background whose spectrum crosses the PI curve would be detected
with SNR=3 after one year of observing time. Dashed lines show the expected backgrounds for cosmic strings (Gµ = 10�11 with
fiducial model parameters from Ref. [211]), preheating (for hybrid inflation occurring at 109 GeV as calculated in Ref. [212]),
and standard slow-roll inflation. Right: Overlap reduction functions for various detector pairs considered here, normalized so
that �(f) = 1 for co-located and co-aligned L-shaped detectors.

tors and has the best projected sensitivity at low fre-
quencies, the networks including ET are not penalized as
strongly by the geometric �(f) factor and thus have the
best projected sensitivity to the stochastic background.
We neglect the effect of correlated noise, which may be
significant for the co-located ET detectors [e.g., 218]. The
exact sensitivity of the proposed XG networks will change
due to the change in the overlap reduction function once
the locations and orientations of the detectors are final-
ized, but the numbers quoted here are meant to be rep-
resentative of XG detector capabilities.

It is worth noting that these values of ⌦GW are cal-
culated assuming that the primordial background can be
perfectly separated from the foreground of merging com-
pact binaries. New methods that exploit the statistical
differences between the two signals are being developed
to ensure this is possible by the time that XG data be-
come available [219–223].

2. Bosonic asymmetric dark matter

The next generation of GW detectors are expected to
observe ⇠ 10

6 BNS mergers per year with precise mea-
surements of their effective tidal deformability. If neutron
stars accumulate ambient dark matter, their EoS would
deviate from that of pure neutron stars, in turn leading to
a deviation in the effective tidal deformability of the bi-
nary system. The accumulation of dark matter particles
in NS cores due to accretion over long timescales could
potentially lead to the formation of a mini BH, destabi-
lizing the NS and resulting in its implosion to form a BH
without significantly increasing its mass. When this pro-
cess occurs in neutron stars in coalescing binaries, one
or both stars might be converted to a BH before they

merge. Hence, the total rate of mergers of compact ob-
jects in the mass range 1 � 2 M� would have relative
contributions majorly from BNS, BBH and significantly
lower from NSBH systems. The precise measurement of
the effective tidal deformability parameter with the XG
detectors, we would be able to distinguish between the
sub-populations of compact mergers since the tidal de-
formability of BHs is zero, while NSs have non-zero val-
ues for the tidal deformability. This distinguishability
using matter properties is essential in ascertaining the
relative rates of BNS and BBH mergers. However, the
rates are also informed by the collapse time of the NS
to BH which in turn depends on the mass and scattering
cross-section of the dark matter particles. Therefore, GW
observations of BBHs and BNSs can potentially constrain
particle properties of dark matter through the observed
rates of different binary populations in the mass range of
1 � 2 M�.

In the left panel of Fig. 19, we show the capability
of a subset of detector networks considered in the study
to measure the effective tidal deformability of merging
binaries. The addition of a single CE to the network
drastically reduces the measured error - 0.001% of events
are detected with an error �

90%

⇤̃
' 100 in the HLA net-

work, while the same fraction of events are detected with
�

90%

⇤̃
< 10 in networks with at least one CE. The right

panel in the same figure shows the effect of measured er-
rors on the effective tidal deformability on the inferred
dark matter constraints. For an assumed threshold of
�

90%

⇤̃
= 50, we derive the upper limits for the dark matter

particle mass and scattering cross-section with baryons.
We also present the upper limits for WIMPs reported
by Lux-Zeplin experiment (LZ [224–226]) to show how
competitive these constraints can be with leading dark
matter experiments.

Gupta+ 2307.10421

Barish+ 2021



Stochastic backgrounds (astrophysical)

• Even NSNS and NSBH backgrounds are likely to be very loud
• Less certain but exciting novelties: continuous wave sources, 

newborn magnetars, core collapse supernovae….
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What else have we left out?

• Lower frequency aspects of post-merger
• Dark matter in NSs (and detectors)
• Lots of active open questions!
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